Disciplinary History for Phi Delta Theta Fraternity (99990028)

**Incident Date: 2022-10-30**

**Incident ID:** 2022189501

**Incident Summary:**
LUPD found significant amounts of hard alcohol in the party room of Phi Delta Theta Fraternity. They co-hosted an event with Alpha Gamma Delta. During the event a guest needed medical attention and the chapters transported the guest to the hospital instead of seeking medical attention.

Respect for Community I1 (Posted Rules and Regulations)
Respect for Community O1 (Organizational failure to seek medical attention)
Respect for Community A1 (False Information)
Respect for Self A1 (Unauthorized Consumption, Distribution, or Possession)

Deferred Dissolution -- Effective: 2023-01-16 to 2023-07-31
Disciplinary Probation (Corporate) -- Effective: 2023-08-01 to 2023-12-31

Additional Sanctions/Stipulations
* The chapter is prohibited from hosting or co-sponsoring any events with alcohol on or off campus Spring 2023

The chapter is required to fully participate in any programming related to alcohol offered by the IHQ.

The chapter is required to work with their IHQ on developing or participating in social host training and general alcohol training with 100% participation.

You are required to work with the Office of Student Conduct and LUPD to provide training on medical amnesty for 100% of your members. This can be done in conjunction with Alpha Gamma Delta

---

**Incident Date: 2022-04-14**

**Incident ID:** 2021473501

**Incident Summary:**
During a housing inspection, staff found multiple bottles of hard alcohol and a keg found near the bar area.

Respect for Self A1 (Unauthorized Consumption, Distribution, or Possession)

Disciplinary Warning
Incident Date: 2021-08-21  Incident ID: 2021014402

Incident Summary:
LUPD was dispatched to Phi Delta Theta after an LU student reported there was a student throwing up in the grass. The student in the grass reported drinking and smoking marijuana at the fraternity. LUPD walked through the house and noticed a beer pong table set up in the party room and empty beer cans nearby.

Respect for Self A1 (Unauthorized Consumption, Distribution, or Possession)
Respect for Self C1 (Drugs)

Disciplinary Probation
Additional Sanctions/Stipulations
* The chapter is required to cooperate with all programming requirements through general headquarters.